In the present research, we examined the relationship between readers' domain knowledge and their ability to judge their comprehension of novel domain-related material. Participants with varying degrees of baseball knowledge read five texts on baseball-related topics and five texts on non-baseball-related topics, predicted their performance, and completed tests for each text. Baseball knowledge was positively related to absolute accuracy within the baseball domain but was unrelated to relative accuracy within the baseball domain. Also, the readers showed a general underconfidence bias, but the bias was less extreme for higher knowledge readers. The results challenge common assumptions that experts' metacognitive judgments are less accurate than novices'. Results involving topic familiarity ratings and a no-reading control group suggest that higher knowledge readers are not more likely to ignore text-specific cues in favor of a domain familiarity heuristic, but they do appear to make more effective use of domain familiarity in predicting absolute performance levels.
A great deal of formal instruction occurs via reading, and the ability to accurately judge one's level of comprehension from reading-known as metacomprehension accuracy-has important consequences for learning from text (Maki & Berry, 1984; Winne & Hadwin, 1998) . Metacomprehension accuracy can affect learning by contributing to whether one engages in effective study strategies and devotes one's limited attention to where it is most needed (Thiede, Anderson, & Therriault, 2003) . Inaccurate metacomprehension can mean overlearning material that is already understood while neglecting other material. Several decades of research reveal that readers are generally poor at self-assessing what they have understood from a text, as is evidenced by low intraindividual correlations between predicted and actual test performance (e.g., Dunlosky & Lipko, 2007; Maki, 1998b; Thiede, Griffin, Wiley, & Redford, 2009 ). Furthermore, there is typically a great deal of variance around these low averages, with some readers showing near perfect accuracy and others showing the opposite (Griffin, Wiley, & Thiede, 2008; Thiede, Griffin, Wiley, & Anderson, in press ). Identifying variables that distinguish readers with high and low accuracy could help explain and improve generally poor levels of accuracy.
One source of variance in metacomprehension accuracy could be domain expertise. Expertise positively predicts performance on many tasks, including text comprehension (e.g., Chi, Glaser, & Farr, 1988; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; Feltovich, Prietula, & Ericsson, 2006; Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi, & Voss, 1979) . Also, domain knowledge has been suggested to be positively related to awareness and control of cognitive activities and to engaging in more effective strategies during learning (Baker, 1989; Brown & De Loache, 1978; Schneider, 2002) . If the effective use of study strategies depends partly on accurate comprehension monitoring, these findings might indirectly reflect a positive impact of expertise on metacomprehension accuracy. Interestingly, a prevailing assumption and explicit claim about metacomprehension accuracy and expertise is that they are negatively related (see Jacoby, Bjork, & Kelley, 1994) . The conflict between this claim and the implications of the expertise literature warrants further investigation into the knowledge-metacomprehension relationship.
To begin to address this question, a basic model is outlined of the judgment process and its relation to observed metacomprehension accuracy, along with evidence that informs and supports the model. This is followed by a discussion of the various types and measures of metacomprehension and their relations to the issues raised by the model of judgments. The focus then turns to the empirical evidence for effects of domain knowledge, beginning with a review of prior research on individual differences in test performance (a proxy for knowledge) and their relation to metacomprehension accuracy, followed by an examination of the two studies that have more directly examined the expertise-metacomprehension relationship. The most well known of these latter studies relies on a popular theory that experts experience poorer accuracy than novices, because of a reliance on simple domain familiarity judgments. Thus, the explication of the domain familiarity hypothesis receives special attention as a basis for the prediction that expertise may undermine metacomprehension accuracy. Finally, an experiment that provides Readers may take a heuristic route for many reasons; for example, the heuristic route is less effortful and involves salient available cues that can be modestly predictive of test performance. However, the predictive validity of heuristic cues is limited, because they reflect only a subset of influences on text comprehension. Comprehension entails constructing a representation of the text in memory (Kintsch, 1998) , so representation-based cues will be more valid indices of actual comprehension. Furthermore, because judgment accuracy is defined as judgment-performance correspondence, judgments based on cues more proximally tied to comprehension performance will be more accurate.
The third basis for comprehension judgments depicted in Figure 1 is the postdiction route, which contrasts with the other routes, which constitute predictions. For postdictions, readers can simply use information about their test performance to make their judgments. Even if the posttest judgment prompt asks readers to predict performance on the next test, the readers are apparently still making a postdiction and basing their judgments on prior test performance (Finn & Metcalfe, 2007) . If cues that are more proximal to the determinants of performance yield more accurate judgments, postdiction judgments should be the most accurate. Indeed, this is supported by the observed postdiction superiority effect (Glenberg, Sanocki, Epstein, & Morris, 1987; Maki & Serra, 1992; Pierce & Smith, 2001) . However, such judgments may not reflect metacognitive monitoring and reflection, because additional external cues become available for postdictions, such as feedback on test performance and the frequency of unanswered test questions. Because of this qualitatively different nature of postdictive judgments, the present focus is on the accuracy of predictive judgments.
The present distinction between heuristic and representation-based routes to judgment is both rooted in and supported by a growing number of recent studies that have shown large improvements in metacomprehension accuracy using manipulations designed to make representation-based cues more salient or available for readers (for a review, see Thiede et al., 2009) . For example, accuracy can be substantially improved through tasks for an examination of the expertise-metacomprehension relationship is reported.
A Basic Model of Metacomprehension Judgments and Their Predictive Accuracy
Metacomprehension is a process of inferring one's level of understanding of text via the evaluation of available cues. Accuracy is determined by the extent to which readers can reliably predict their own comprehension of texts, usually operationalized by examining the relation between predictions and actual test performance. A cue utilization framework (e.g., Koriat, 1997) posits that people can use a variety of judgment cues for monitoring and that accuracy will depend on whether the cues utilized are directly and strongly tied to the quality of the representation that determines future performance. The cue utilization approach was formulated in reference to memory for lists of paired associates. Such learning, and therefore the monitoring of that learning, differs in important ways from text comprehension . However, the basic distinction between cue types and their relation to mental representations and thus to performance is still useful for understanding possible sources of variability in metacomprehension accuracy.
A basic model of the metacomprehension process is outlined in Figure 1 . The readers have many possible cues on which to base their judgments of comprehension or predictions of future test performance. Some cues (e.g., topic familiarity or interest, prior knowledge, mood, etc.) are available before, during, or after actually reading the text. Because these cues are available whether or not a text has been read and do not relate to the construction of a particular text representation, we refer to the use of these cues as the heuristic route to judgment in Figure 1 . In contrast, other cues (e.g., accessibility or coherence of text representation, ability to summarize or explain) that arise from processing or constructing a particular text representation become available only during or after reading. When a reader relies on these cues that reflect a particular text representation, the reader has taken a representation-based route to judgment, as is shown in Figure 1 . R e p r e s e n t a t io n R o u t e fer, & Ma 'ayan, 2002, especially Figures 1-4, 7, and 8) . Such a divergence could be observed without any actual impact of practice on the metacognitive processes underlying judgments. Because domain knowledge can affect test performance, metacognitive effects of expertise cannot be inferred from simple effects on computed metacomprehension accuracy unless performance effects are controlled for.
The three measures of metacomprehension are conceptually and statistically distinct and can give conflicting impressions of metacomprehension accuracy (e.g., Kelemen, Frost, & Weaver, 2000; Maki, Shields, Wheeler, & Zacchil li, 2005) . People can have perfect relative accuracy in their belief that they understand their physics course better than their biology course but could still have low absolute accuracy in believing that they understand almost everything in both courses when they actually understand very little in either. Alternatively, having superior absolute accuracy does not guarantee superior relative accuracy. Different accuracy measures could also be differentially affected by different cue use. Heuristics like general domain familiarity could provide a modestly useful basis for predicting the absolute level of performance in the domain but would be useless in predicting relative differences in performance within the same domain. Thus, any variable that affects cue use can produce very different effects on absolute and relative accuracy.
Possible Effects of Domain Knowledge on Metacomprehension
The main question to be considered here is whether individual differences in domain knowledge affect the metacomprehension process. There are several theoretical reasons to expect a positive effect of domain knowledge. In problem solving contexts, experts show better estimates of progress toward solution and more efficient learning strategies (e.g., question asking, answer checking), speculated to result from the knowledge of successful solutions in the domain that can be used as a reference point (Brown & DeLoache, 1978; . Wiley et al. (2005) argued that having a grasp of what it means to fully comprehend a text (i.e., a valid point of reference) could be critical for metacomprehension accuracy. Experts might have a better sense of what text comprehension is within their domain, giving them a valid standard and absolute reference point that might be especially critical for the absolute accuracy of judgments.
A concurrent processing framework for metacomprehension provides an additional basis to predict a positive effect of expertise. The metacognitive monitoring construct is traditionally defined in terms of two levels of information processing: The object-level processing of the text or object of study and the meta-level processing of the cues that reflect the quality of the resulting representation at the object level (Fischer & Mandl, 1984; Nelson & Narens, 1990) . Griffin et al. (2008) recently emphasized that effective monitoring of text comprehension may require that readers attend to both the object and meta levels concurrently, encoding monitoring cues while actively constructing a text representation. that afford or even require readers to access or utilize their text representations, such as rereading, self-explanation, concept mapping, or delayed summarization (e.g., Dunlosky & Rawson, 2005; Griffin et al., 2008; Rawson, Dunlosky, & Thiede, 2000; Thiede, Dunlosky, Griffin, & Wiley, 2005; Thiede et al., in press) . Although discussion of these effects has focused specifically on the situationmodel level of text representation, the findings are consistent with the more general idea that the more valid cues for judgments are those tied to the text representation that will be assessed at testing. All of these findings suggesting the importance of a representation-based route to judgment have used the same measure of accuracy-namely, relative accuracy. Because expertise could plausibly relate differently to the various measures of metacomprehension, a detailed discussion of these measures follows.
Common Measures of Metacomprehension
Various measures of metacomprehension compare predictions with actual performance, but they do so in different ways. Three independent measures of judgmentperformance relations have been employed: absolute accuracy, confidence bias, and relative accuracy (Maki, 1998a) . Absolute accuracy, also referred to as calibration, is the mean absolute (or mean squared) deviation between judged and actual performance. A related measure, confidence bias, concerns the directionality of these deviations, computed as the signed difference between mean judgments and mean performance. This measure, sometimes referred to as over-/underconfidence, does not reflect the level of accuracy in terms of the number or magnitude of judgment errors but, rather, of whether those judgment errors are systematically biased in one direction (Yates, 1990) . 1 Absolute accuracy and confidence bias are statistically dependent on marginal mean performance levels, which can allow for nonmetacognitive influences of performance levels on accuracy measures (for a longer discussion, see Nelson, 1984) . Therefore, a third measure, relative accuracy, or resolution, has become more common. Relative accuracy quantifies a participant's accuracy in predicting performance on one text relative to other texts in terms of an intraindividual correlation between performance predictions and test performance, such as Pearson's r or the Goodman-Kruskal γ (Nelson, 1996) . Such a measure is not dependent on mean performance but can still be artificially constrained by low within-person variance in performance. Figure 1 illustrates the point that test performance can have a direct impact on computed measures of monitoring accuracy, independent from the effects of the judgment process itself. Performance effects may underlie the repeatedly observed underconfidence-with-practice effect, whereby people increasingly underestimate their performance after successive trials of study and testing (Koriat & Bjork, 2006) . Close examination of the data shows that learners actually increase in their confidence judgments with more practice. However, because performance scores increase at a faster rate, the deviation between judgments and performance (i.e., underconfidence) also increases (see Koriat & Bjork, 2006 , Experiment 1; Koriat, Shef-tween prior knowledge and metacognitive accuracy for learning from text. In one study, Schneider et al. (1989) found that soccer knowledge positively predicted the absolute accuracy of judgments about learning soccerrelated text. However, only absolute accuracy was measured, and the effects of performance differences were not controlled for.
In a second study, examined the relative accuracy of comprehension judgments among readers with varying degrees of knowledge about the topics of two sets of texts. The participants read several texts on music and several texts on physics, provided an estimate of their confidence in their ability to answer a text-related question after reading each text, and then took a single-item test about each text. Each participant's expertise was assessed by determining the number of college courses that they had taken in music and physics. Glenberg and Epstein concluded that the relationship between domain knowledge and metacomprehension accuracy was negative.
There are also a number of issues with study, including mixed results across domains and several methodological issues that limit the general conclusions that can be drawn from it. Three main issues are noted here. First, although a weak negative relationship between metacomprehension accuracy and expertise was found for the physics domain, the relationship in the music domain was nonexistent. Second, Glenberg and Epstein did not actually report the key test of the negative relation-that is, whether the coefficient for expertise on metacomprehension of the physics texts was significantly lower than zero. Instead, they tested an interaction concerning whether the physics expertise coefficient for the physics texts differed from the slightly positive coefficient for the music texts. The reported analysis tells us that physics expertise related to metacomprehension differently depending on the domain of the text, but it does not directly test whether experts had worse metacomprehension than nonexperts for the physics texts. An additional problem for interpretation was the failure to control for differences in variance in test performance. 2 A third issue is that measure of comprehension was a single true/false test item and the overall metacomprehension accuracy in this study was not significantly different from zero. Reliability problems due to assessing comprehension with a single test question have been previously discussed in the metacomprehension literature Maki, 1998b; Maki & Serra, 1992; Weaver, 1990; Wiley et al., 2005) . Poor reliability is a particular problem when attempting to find relations with individual differences (Kelemen et al., 2000; Maki et al., 2005) .
Methodological problems aside, proposed a self-classification account to explain the reported result. They suggested that higher knowledge individuals experienced poorer accuracy because, rather than assessing their actual comprehension of the specific texts within the domain, they relied on simple familiarity with the domain in general. Relating this to the present framework, experts supposedly employ a familiarity heu- Griffin et al. (2008) reinterpreted the rereading effect using this concurrent processing framework in a manner directly related to the representation versus heuristic cues distinction. After a single reading, readers with lower reading ability or working memory capacity had significantly worse accuracy, but their accuracy was especially improved after rereading. Griffin et al. argued that this reading 3 ability interaction arises because lower ability readers do not have access to certain valid cues related to their text representation (i.e., representation cues), because they lack the resources to attend to these cues during the reading process. This forces lower ability readers to rely more heavily on cues that are available independent of the reading process (i.e., heuristic cues). During a second reading, the attention demands of basic text processing are reduced, so lower working memory capacity/ability readers can concurrently attend to more of the available representation cues.
This concurrent processing perspective is especially relevant in light of previous work showing that domain knowledge can improve working memory capacity for domain-related material (Fincher-Kiefer, Post, Greene, & Voss, 1988) and can compensate for low reading ability (Adams, Bell, & Perfetti, 1995; Recht & Leslie, 1988) or deficits in general abilities (Hambrick & Engle, 2002; Schneider, Körkel, & Weinert, 1989) . Prior knowledge might reduce the attention resources needed for basic text processing (Miller, Cohen, & Wingfield, 2006) , thus increasing attention to representation-related cues. However, this prediction depends on experts actually directing any added resources toward the task of monitoring.
Since domain-related comprehension generally improves with expertise (e.g., Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; Miller, Stine-Morrow, Kirkorian, & Conroy, 2004; Spilich et al., 1979; Wiley, 2005) , existing empirical findings relating levels of test performance and metacomprehension accuracy could be used to predict the effects of domain knowledge. However, only studies involving performance within a particular domain are relevant to the issue of domain knowledge. Hacker and colleagues repeatedly found that students with better exam performance also more accurately predict their absolute magnitude of performance (Bol & Hacker, 2001; Bol, Hacker, O'Shea, & Allen, 2005; Hacker, Bol, & Bahbahani, 2008; Hacker, Bol, Horgan, & Rakow, 2000) . Glover (1989) and Pressley, Snyder, Levin, Murray, and Ghatala (1987) observed findings consistent with these results. Several of these researchers reported that better performing students also show less of a confidence bias. The results for relative accuracy are less clear, with findings equally split between a positive relationship with test performance and no relationship (Maki & Berry, 1984; Maki, Jonas, & Kallod, 1994) . Individual differences in test performance are only partially constrained by prior knowledge, so these findings are only suggestive of the potential knowledge-metacomprehension relationship.
Tests of the Domain KnowledgeMetacomprehension Relationship
There appear to be only two studies in which the researchers attempted to directly examine the relation be-which allowed for the computation of both absolute accuracy and confidence bias. In addition, topic familiarity ratings were collected to more directly evaluate the assumptions underlying the domain familiarity hypothesis and its relation to expertise.
The participants also completed a standard metacomprehension paradigm using a set of texts on various nonbaseball-related topics. These data were collected so that any spurious relations between baseball knowledge (BK) and general metacomprehension skill could be removed from regression analyses and so that the unique effects of knowledge on domain-related metacomprehension processes could be investigated. Similarly, the direct influences of test performance and variance were removed, so that the effects of domain knowledge on the judgment process could be isolated.
As is detailed above, previous findings related to individual differences in test performance, along with the traditionally positive effects of expertise on performance, suggest that comprehension monitoring (especially absolute accuracy) could be enhanced by domain knowledge. Also, if prior knowledge operates in the same fashion as general reading ability or working memory capacity, the concurrent processing framework predicts that experts may have better relative accuracy because of greater attention to representation-based cues. However, if the domain familiarity hypothesis is correct, experts should be more likely to use a heuristic route to judgment, leading to worse relative accuracy within a domain.
METhoD Participants
In exchange for course credit, 131 undergraduates at the University of Illinois at Chicago participated in this experiment as part of an introductory psychology participant pool. Relative accuracy cannot be computed for participants who lack text-to-text variance in either their judgments or performance. Thus, data had to be eliminated for 20 participants who lacked variability on either of these measures. Data for an additional 7 participants were lost because of incomplete data, as were those for 3 other participants because of equipment failures, leaving usable data from 101 participants (53 male and 48 female).
Materials
Five texts on baseball topics were written for this study (about 400 words each). The baseball texts were on bunting strategy, corking bats, a new batting average statistic, the crack of the bat, and curveballs. For each text, five short-answer test items were constructed, with the intention that at least one would be relatively easy for novices (a gist question or a question about a specific fact mentioned in the text), whereas several questions required inferences from the text. It is because of these inference questions that accurate monitoring of performance in this paradigm is referred to as metacomprehension accuracy. At the same time, several questions were designed to test text-specific information, so that high-knowledge participants could not correctly answer all of the baseball-related items without comprehending the texts. An example text and test is included in the Appendix.
Five texts on non-baseball-related topics were written that matched the baseball texts in length and format. The purpose of including a set of non-baseball texts was to obtain a measure of general metacomprehension skill using the standard paradigm that could be entered in regressions to ensure that any observed relationristic route to judgment rather than a text-representation route, which prevents them from making accurate relative judgments among texts within the same domain. The two key assumptions of this domain familiarity hypothesis are that domain familiarity is a major determinant of comprehension judgments and that domain experts are especially prone to rely on domain familiarity heuristics and will thus suffer in their within-domain accuracy.
The first assumption-that readers rely on topic familiarity as a heuristic for metacomprehension judgmentshas been explored, yielding mixed results. Some studies have supported the hypothesis, showing that judgments can be highly correlated (rs 5 .62-.70) with ratings of topic interest (Lin, Zabrucky, & Moore, 1997) or familiarity . However, Maki and Serra (1992) found that postreading predictions of test performance had higher relative accuracy than did prereading judgments based only on the topics, indicating that readers do take some textspecific information into account. In another study, Maki (1998b) found that topic familiarity ratings and comprehension judgments were related at only r 5 .15, suggesting that familiarity was not a common or strong influence on judgments. Regardless, the most critical assumption-that experts are especially reliant on a familiarity heuristic-has not been previously examined, and it is not theoretically obvious why experts would rely on their topic familiarity but novices would not rely on their unfamiliarity.
In summary, this often cited study does not provide adequate evidence for claims of experts' poorer metacomprehension or reliance on domain familiarity. Yet this result is often relied on in support of these conclusions. In fact, a widely distributed report by the National Academies (Jacoby et al., 1994, p. 70) cites only this one article to support the claim that "because of reliance on prior knowledge when judging comprehension, an expert is even more subject to illusions of comprehension than is a novice."
overview of the Present Study
There appear to be some theoretical reasons and some indirect empirical support for expecting a positive rather than negative relationship between expertise and metacomprehension accuracy, but no clear conclusions about this relationship can be drawn from the existing literature. In this study, the particular topic used to explore the effects of domain knowledge on metacomprehension was baseball. Baseball (like other sports-related topics) is often chosen as a domain for examining the effects of knowledge on cognitive processing, because baseball expertise is less likely to correlate strongly with general cognitive abilities than is expertise in academic domains (Voss, Vesonder, & Spilich, 1980) . Moreover, the baseball domain is likely to evidence a desirable range and distribution of expertise across ability levels in normal U.S. samples (Hambrick & Engle, 2002) .
In the present study, participants were presented with five baseball-related texts. After reading each text, the participants judged how many items they would correctly answer on a five-item test and then took the tests. Predictive judgments and performance were on the same scale, reading the texts and then completed the same tests as in the reading condition. They completed a paper-and-pencil BK questionnaire at the end of the session. In the judgment phase, the participants were given only the topic of the text (e.g., bunting strategy, corking bats, etc.). This no-reading condition allowed us to test whether the participants' judgments, performance, and metacomprehension accuracy were influenced by actually reading the texts. Mean prior knowledge scores for the reading condition (M 5 18.1, SD 5 13.1) and the noreading condition (M 5 16.0, SD 5 11.7) did not significantly differ [t(99)  1.0, n.s.].
RESulTS
Two main questions are addressed here. First, the effects of BK are examined in relation to the three measures of within-domain metacomprehension for baseball-related texts: absolute accuracy, confidence bias, and relative accuracy. Second, several tests of the domain familiarity hypothesis and whether it provides a compelling account for the judgment process are reported.
Preliminary analyses revealed that the two measures used to compute metacomprehension-judgments and performance-had adequate range and variance and did not suffer from ceiling or floor effects. 3 Correlations among these measures and the measures used in the regressions are reported in Table 1 . As was noted previously, test performance can directly constrain computed accuracy. To isolate the specific effects of knowledge on domain-specific metacomprehension judgment processes, the effects of mean test performance, test variance, and metacomprehension accuracy on the non-baseball texts were entered first as covariates in regressions, so any unique effects of domain knowledge on judgments could be assessed.
Effects of BK on Baseball Metacomprehension
The three metacomprehension measures (absolute accuracy, confidence bias, and relative accuracy) were computed using the standard procedures previously discussed. The reliability and validity of these measures was established using procedures adapted from Maki et al. (1994) , in which an intersubsets alpha (rather than interitem) is computed. 4 For all three metacomprehension measures, α . .91.
Absolute metacomprehension accuracy. The mean absolute deviation between predictions and actual performance on each test was 1.22 (SD 5 0.54). In order to create a metric in which greater values would indicate greater accuracy, the mean absolute deviations were subtracted from zero. Table 2A presents the results of the hierarchical regression analysis predicting absolute accuracy on the baseball-related texts. BK was a significant predictor of absolute accuracy, accounting for 13% of the variance. The main result of this analysis was that prior knowledge led to less absolute deviation and more accurate predictive absolute accuracy, not less.
The control variables of average magnitude and variance in baseball test performance were both significant negative predictors of absolute accuracy, but the beta weight for BK was still significant, if not greater, after controlling for these influences. There was no significant ships with BK were not the result of spurious correlations between BK and general skill. The non-baseball texts created for this study were on the Irish potato famine, cell division, dinosaur extinction, electric cars, and heart disease. Five short-answer test items were constructed that also included some detail questions, as well as questions that required inferences from each text.
In addition, a practice text and test on stalactites and stalagmites was created in similar length and format to the experimental texts and tests.
Text comprehension measures. A scoring key was devised by the experimenters, which specified acceptable responses that were equivalent in meaning for each short answer question on the baseball and non-baseball comprehension tests. Each question was worth a point and was scored as a 1 or 0. Two independent coders scored a subset of 1,000 responses to establish intercoder reliability. Using Cohen's κ as an index, agreement between coders was found to be acceptable (κ 5 .82, p  .001). The two coders resolved scoring discrepancies through discussion and refinement of the scoring key. The remaining responses were divided between the two scorers. The total scores from the baseball and non-baseball tests were used as measures of baseball comprehension and non-baseball comprehension.
BK. BK was assessed with a 45-item BK questionnaire (Spilich et al., 1979) . The questionnaire items did not overlap with the text content. Scores ranged from 1 to 42 (out of 45 possible), and the reliability of this assessment was very high (Cronbach's α 5 .96). BK did differ by gender, with males scoring significantly higher (M 5 24.9, SD 5 11.4) than females (M 5 10.6, SD 5 10.5) [t(99) 5 6.51, p  .05]. To rule out gender as a factor, all regression analyses reported below were also run entering gender as a control variable and the results did not change. Also, BK significantly predicted comprehension of the baseball texts (r 5 .62, p  .05) but not comprehension of the non-baseball texts (r 5 .18, n.s.), which demonstrates the validity of the measure.
Procedure
The participants were tested in small groups (#10) on individual computers. In the general instructions, the participants were informed that they would read several texts at their own pace as if studying for an exam. Rereading was allowed, but once the readers finished a text and advanced the screen, they could not go back. The participants were informed that they would have to make a judgment about the number of questions (0-5) that they would be able to answer about each text and that they would answer questions about the texts after reading them.
After reading the general instructions, the participants were given a practice text, judged their comprehension, and then completed a five-item test. The baseball-related and non-baseball-related texts were then presented in different blocks and in two different text orders. The block and text orders were counterbalanced across participants. The judgment task was presented immediately after each text. After reading and making judgments for all five texts, the participant completed the comprehension tests in the order of text presentation. Finally, the participants rated their prior familiarity with each text topic (prompted by the text titles) on a scale from 1 (not familiar at all ) to 6 (extremely familiar) and completed the paper-and-pencil BK questionnaire.
Additional No-Reading Control Condition
The self-classification account essentially presumes that it is merely the familiarity of the domain and not consideration of the content of the texts that drives higher knowledge individuals' judgments and thus affects their accuracy. To further examine this hypothesis, we had 66 undergraduates participate in a no-reading control condition for the baseball texts following the logic of Maki and Serra (1992) . The data from 8 participants were eliminated because relative measures could not be computed, leaving usable data from 58 participants. In this condition, the participants judged their expected performance on the baseball-related texts without actually find significant correlations in relative metacomprehension accuracy across different sets of texts.
Contrary to widespread presumption, we found no evidence of a negative relationship between domain knowledge and relative metacomprehension accuracy within the domain.
Tests of the Domain Familiarity hypothesis
There are two basic assumptions of the domain familiarity hypothesis as originally proposed by . The first is that participants may rely on a topic familiarity heuristic when computing test predictions and fail to consider their actual comprehension for a particular text. The second is that experts will be more likely to use such a strategy than will nonexperts. These assumptions are tested first by examining whether reading the specific texts influenced judgments and accuracy, and second by examining whether readers' familiarity ratings for the various topics strongly correlate with their comprehension judgments for the specific texts Lin et al., 1997; Maki, 1998b; Maki & Serra, 1992) .
Effects of reading on comprehension judgments. The domain familiarity hypothesis implies that cues derived from actually reading a text are not taken into account, especially by experts. As a test of this hypothesis, the previously analyzed judgments of the reading group were compared with the no-reading control group, who judged and were tested on the baseball topics without reading the texts. Two hierarchical regressions that controlled for performance effects and used BK, reading condition, and their interaction (see Tables 2B and 4B ) as predictors showed that reading the texts increased both the absolute and relative accuracy of judgments, but it did not interact with BK. Compared with the nonreaders, the readers more accurately predicted their average test performance and the variability in their test performance. Thus, contrary to the effect for the control variable of absolute accuracy on the non-baseball texts. This result replicates the results of Kelemen et al. (2000) , who found little general correlation for absolute accuracy across different metacognitive tasks and sets of materials.
Confidence bias. The mean judgment minus performance difference score on the baseball texts was significantly lower than zero [M 5 20.62, SD 5 0.94; t(100) 5 6.62, p  .05], indicating that the participants tended to underestimate their performance on the baseball tests. A hierarchical regression analysis indicated that BK was a significant predictor of confidence bias, accounting for 18% of the variance. The results are presented in Table 3A . The positive beta for BK must be interpreted in relation to the overall underestimation and negative average bias score of the sample. As BK increased, the computed bias score increased, meaning that the negative scores got smaller and closer to zero. This indicates less underestimation (less of a confidence bias) with increasing domain knowledge.
The results for the control variables showed that the participants who performed better on the baseball tests were more likely to underestimate their performance (more negative bias scores). As with absolute accuracy, this reflects the unique and direct effect of performance levels on the monitoring measure that is independent of the judgment process and how that process is influenced by domain knowledge. Also, bias on the non-baseball texts was a positive predictor of confidence bias on the baseball texts, accounting for about 18% of the variance. This result is similar to that of Kelemen et al. (2000) , who also found that individual differences in confidence bias correlated across tasks and materials.
Relative metacomprehension accuracy. The mean intraindividual judgment-performance coefficient was significantly greater than zero [M 5 .13; t(101) 5 2.46, p  .05]. As is presented in Table 4A , the results of the hierarchical regression analysis predicting relative accuracy on the baseball-related texts reveal that BK was not a significant predictor. In fact, the coefficient is virtually zero and slightly positive after entering the control variables. Relative accuracy for non-baseball texts did not predict relative accuracy on the baseball-related texts. This is again consistent with Kelemen et al. (2000) , who did not were simultaneously regressed onto judgments, they both remained significant predictors ( βs 5 .38 and .39, respectively) [ts(95) . 4.20, ps  .0001]. This suggests that the readers may have relied partly on domain-related classifications to anchor their judgment magnitudes, but they were also sensitive to other cues tied to their actual comprehension.
These interindividual correlations may merely reflect that people who generally have more knowledge have generally greater confidence. If the participants actually used variability in their prior familiarity with various topics as the basis for the judgments for each text, there should be a significant intraindividual correlation between their topic familiarity ratings and corresponding comprehension judgments. Contrary to this hypothesis, this mean intraindividual correlation was not significantly different from zero (M 5 .07, SD 5 .48) [t(78) 5 1.39, n.s.], showing that the use of familiarity as a basis for comprehension judgments was generally limited.
Of course, there was variability among the readers' reliance on topic familiarity, and each participant's intraindividual familiarity-judgment coefficient is an index of that reliance on a familiarity heuristic. This index was positively related to absolute accuracy (r 5 .25, p  .03) but was unrelated to relative accuracy within the domain (r 5 .09, n.s.). This finding supports the speculation that the use of heuristic cues like topic familiarity is more likely to be effective for absolute than for relative accuracy. Critically, this index of reliance on topic familiarity for the baseball texts was unrelated to BK (r 5 .04, n.s.).
These results converge with the results of the no-reading analyses in suggesting that experts and novices make similarly limited use of prior familiarity during judgment and are sensitive to some text-specific cues that arise from reading the text. Contrary to the domain familiarity hypothesis, the experts may have been more, not less, sensitive to representation-based cues, as is indicated by domain familiarity hypothesis, the participants made use of cues tied to reading the specific texts, and the lack of significant interaction terms means that high-knowledge readers did so to an equal degree. The lack of an interaction for absolute accuracy also shows that the greater accuracy of higher knowledge readers would have existed even without reading the texts.
A third hierarchical regression predicted confidence bias using BK, reading condition, and their interaction. As is shown in Table 3B , although reading condition was not itself a significant predictor of confidence bias, there was a significant BK 3 reading condition interaction. Reading the text reduced confidence bias scores more for the higher knowledge than for the lower knowledge participants. Reading did not have a notable effect on the lowest knowledge participants (BK score below the 25th percentile), who were highly underconfident regardless of having read the texts (M 5 20.76, SD 5 1.12) or not (M 5 20.82, SD 5 0.70). In contrast, reading had a sizable effect on the highest knowledge participants (above the 75th percentile), who were moderately underconfident if they read the texts (M 5 20.38, SD 5 0.66) but slightly overconfident without reading (M 5 0.20, SD 5 0.72). Because test performance effects were controlled for, this result means that reading the texts impacted the judgment process of the higher knowledge readers and resulted in nearly a full standard deviation reduction in confidence bias.
Correlations of familiarity ratings with predictive judgments. Table 1 shows that the average magnitude of comprehension judgments was significantly correlated with average familiarity ratings for the five baseball texts, suggesting that the readers may have used familiarity as a partial basis for their comprehension judgments. However, average baseball test performance (an index of text comprehension) was also significantly correlated with both familiarity ratings and average comprehension judgments. When domain familiarity and average test performance with more domain knowledge rely on a domain familiarity heuristic more than novices do. The results suggest that experts made similarly limited but perhaps more effective use of cues related to domain familiarity than did novices, which accounts for why their judgments were more accurate in absolute magnitude without being any less accurate in predicting relative performance within a domain. Furthermore, the failure to observe a negative expertise-metacomprehension relation cannot be attributed to mere issues of measurement, reliability, or sampling error, because the reliability of the key measures was directly assessed, and the measures showed the expected relationships to other variables.
The present analyses also highlight the methodological importance of controlling for direct performance effects on accuracy measures. Variance in performance was related to both absolute and relative accuracy. Also, average test performance had an independent negative effect on absolute accuracy (as is revealed in the regression results), but this relationship was hidden in the nonexistent bivariate correlation (Table 1) , because of the positive correlation of performance with domain knowledge, which was in turn positively related to absolute accuracy. Had the real positive effect of domain knowledge been weaker, it might have been masked by the opposing negative effect of test performance. In addition, because in the present analyses, we controlled for the direct effects of test performance and variance on metacomprehension measures, used an independent measure of domain knowledge, and controlled for general metacomprehension skills, this is the first study that clearly speaks to the unique effects of prior domain knowledge on metacomprehension judgments.
The present findings do more than just undermine a popular claim about the negative effects of expertise on metacomprehension and the associated domain familiarity hypothesis. On a more positive note, the superior absolute and across-domain accuracy for high-knowledge readers supports speculations in the classic expertise literature the greater effect of reading on their level of confidence bias. The experts did not make more use of a familiarity heuristic, and yet they did have greater absolute accuracy, even without reading the texts, when only heuristic cues were available. This could suggest that the experts made equally limited but more effective use of heuristic cues.
DiSCuSSioN
The purpose of this study was to reexamine the relationship between domain knowledge and metacomprehension accuracy, and to assess the validity of the common presumption that greater knowledge in a domain harms one's ability to judge their comprehension of domain-related information. Contrary to this presumption, expertise was unrelated to the accuracy of relative judgments within a domain. Furthermore, expertise was positively related to absolute accuracy, meaning that higher knowledge readers were better able to predict their average performance on the set of domain-related texts.
Claims about a negative relation between expertise and metacomprehension accuracy are usually rooted in the assumptions of the domain familiarity hypothesis Jacoby et al., 1994) -namely, that readers rely on domain familiarity as the basis for judgments of individual texts and that this is acutely true among domain experts. However, the numerous analyses in the present study found only limited support for the first assumption and no support for the second. Judgment variability both between and within readers was only weakly related to the variability in ratings of prior familiarity. Also, comparison with a no-reading condition showed that the readers were sensitive to text-specific cues and used these cues to improve both their relative and absolute accuracy. The greater effect of reading on the confidence bias of experts suggests that they may have been even more sensitive than novices to representation-based cues. The evidence fails to support and sometimes contradicts the idea that readers On a related note, in the present study, attention to the meta level did not seem to vary as a function of topic knowledge in the same way that it was found in a previous study to vary as a function of ability differences (Griffin et al., 2008) . Of course, domain knowledge and general ability are distinct constructs, and it is likely that some features that they do not share (perhaps interest in the topic of the text) could lead high-knowledge and high-ability readers to utilize their additional processing resources differently. To the extent that better test performance reflects higher quality text representations, it is possible that these high-knowledge readers may have reinvested any freed resources afforded by their prior knowledge into focusing more deeply on the text ideas (i.e., the object level) rather than into monitoring representation cues during reading (i.e., the meta level). This would reconcile these findings with the combined implications of the concurrentprocessing framework of monitoring (Griffin et al., 2008) and the previously observed relationships between prior knowledge and text processing efficiency (Adams et al., 1995; Fincher-Kiefer et al., 1988) .
A final note is that these results are consistent with many previous reports of dissociations between the effects of manipulations or individual differences on measures of absolute and relative accuracy (Kelemen et al., 2000; Maki, 1998a; Maki et al., 2005) . Going beyond these prior observations, the present findings show that cue use can impact these conceptually distinct types of accuracy differently with heuristic familiarity cues being more useful for absolute accuracy. Of course, the practical goal is to find contexts that improve monitoring accuracy in both respects, which should lead to the most effective studying behaviors, where students can correctly judge not only which subject, but also which topics within that subject, are most critical for them to review. From this perspective, further investigation of how prior knowledge may be leveraged to improve both absolute and relative accuracy that domain knowledge promotes better monitoring and recent claims in the metacomprehension literature that accuracy may improve with greater knowledge about what it means to fully comprehend a text . A valid reference point for the domain would not only aid absolute judgments, but would also aid judgments of the domain relative to others. Unlike the domain familiarity hypothesis, this interpretation does not make the unsupported prediction of a negative effect for within-domain relative accuracy.
The present findings are also consistent with current assumptions about cue validity and differing routes to judgment presented in Figure 1 . Only the participants who actually read the texts had access to cues related to their text representation, whereas the nonreaders were forced to rely solely on heuristic cues. The observed superior judgment accuracy of the readers over the nonreaders supports the notion that a representation route gives readers access to more valid and predictive cues than a heuristic route does. This support for the importance of the representation route converges with the results of an increasing number of studies showing that relative metacomprehension accuracy improves with increased access to cues tied to one's situationmodel representation (Dunlosky & Rawson, 2005; Griffin et al., 2008; Rawson et al., 2000; Thiede et al., 2005) . In addition, improved accuracy without improvements in test performance was found in all of these prior studies. A similar independence was found in the present results, with expertise improving test performance without affecting relative accuracy. Because test performance reflects the quality of the text representation that was constructed, these various results converge to support a recently emphasized distinction (Griffin et al., 2008 ) that access to valid cues about a text representation is not dependent on the quality of the representation that a reader constructs, but rather on the extent to which the reader merely attempts to construct or access a representation. and discovery of mechanisms common to the accuracy of both types would be quite interesting.
In conclusion, there is no convincing evidence that higher knowledge individuals become subject to an illusion of comprehension as a function of their expertise. Higher knowledge individuals not only achieve better comprehension of domain-related texts, but they also estimate their performance on domain-related tests more precisely and are less biased in their estimates. Our findings are inconsistent with the notion that higher knowledge individuals rely solely on simplistic self-classifications as experts in judging their comprehension, and to the extent that their prior knowledge does inform their judgments, it seems to do more good than harm.
